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Manipulator Servo Level Task Decomposition

1. Introduction

This document describes a servo level control structure for robotic manipulators. The dis-

cussion is limited to electric-powered manipulators with serial joints and unbranched kine-

matics. The terminology of the document originates in [3] and in the general references

[17,47,54]. As much as possible, terminology will be defined as it is introduced. However, it

is expected that the reader has some familiarity with control theory, and, in particular, with

manipulator control.

The architecture for a hierarchical control system is outlined in [3]. This architecture con-

tains a task decomposition hierarchy which decomposes complex tasks into simpler and sim-

pler objectives, down to the Servo Level which computes the motor control signals for the ac-

tuators. The Servo Level is the lowest level of the task decomposition hierarchy in figure 1.

Servo receives commands from the next higher level, the Primitive Level.

The function of Servo task decomposition is to handle motion "small in a dynamic sense."

This means that the module executes a specified algorithm for approaching the command
attractor set, the attractor set being the set of positions, velocities, accelerations, accelera-

tion rates, forces, and force rates desired (by Primitive) as the state of the manipulator.

Generally, the specified algorithm only gives vaUd behavior for the manipulator when the

attractor is within a small neighborhood of the current manipulator state. Thus the input from

Primitive is typically a point in much more complex trajectory planned by Primitive. Primitive

handles the problem of generating trajectories with "smooth" accelerations. Primitive moves

the manipulator along a trajectory by periodically updating the attractor set commanded to

Servo. Primitive can also change the algorithm executing at the Servo Level with a new com-

mand.

Paralleling the task decomposition hierarchy are two more hierarchies, the sensory pro-

cessing hierarchy and the world modeling hierarchy [3,22]. The sensory processing hierarchy

obtains and processes data from system sensors. World modeling analyzes the sensory pro-

cessing data and maintains an internal model of the world. World modeling is the part of the

system which coordinates the sensory processing and task decomposition hierarchies, and

maintains the global data system. As such, world modeling can be considered to have sup-

port modules that act as servers to sensory processing and task decomposition modules as

depicted in figure 2. In particular, there is some component of world modeling at the Servo

Level which acts as a server to task decomposition, providing model-based information rele-

vant to servo control. This module is called Servo Support in figure 2. The Servo Support

module and the Data Acquisition Support module, together with the connection between the

modules through the global data system, form the world modeling concept as depicted by a

single box in figure 1. The additional structure depicted in figure 2 for world modeling, allows

task decomposition to be treated separately from sensory processing. This document dis-

cusses aspects of the system on the task decomposition side only. A detailed discussion of

world modeling and sensory processing will given in subsequent documents.
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Also depicted in figures 1 and 2 is operator control. This part of the architecture provides

the operator with a means to interact with the autonomous system at various levels of the hi-

erarchy. The operator can issue commands at any level, thus performing teleoperation or su-

pervisory control [3]. In special cases, a shared control mode can also be defined, as will be

described in section 4.

2. The Detailed Servo Architecture

Figure 2 shows the principal components of a telerobot control system architecture. Also

shown in the figure are the principal data pathways between these components. Figure 3

gives additional detail for the overall system architecture. This figure shows that the data

pathways are actually hnks to data packets. Although in principle any module can link to any

data packet [3], only the principal communication links of the system are shown here. Addi-

tional links come with some expense in terms of understandability and maintainability of the

system.

There are many ways to implement the data pathways for communicating between sys-

tem components; and although the different approaches will not be described here, there are

some important features that any such approach must provide for the control system. First

of all, the modules (depicted in the figure by rectangular boxes) are cyclicly executing pro-

cesses. This means that each such module continually reads inputs, performs computation,

and then writes output in a cyclic manner. (Note that the boxes shown in figure 3 will be fur-

ther decomposed into separate processes but for illustrative purposes will be considered as

single processes now.) For most processes of the system, the read-compute-write cycle is

continually performed for the life of the system. Even when no new commands are issued to

a module, cyclic execution is still being performed. This allows the robot to react to sensed

changes in the environment, e.g., disturbances to the servo control loop. In order to insure

that a module will be able to react quickly, the module should not get hung up waiting for

communication with another module. Thus, reliable cyclic execution requires that a module

be able to read or write data with as little waiting as possible. A process should always

read and execute on the most current data, and not wait for new data to arrive.

A second feature required of the data pathways is that they allow access by many pro-

cesses. This is particularly true for the main part of the global data system, the big oval in

figure 3. In this area is stored the robot's best estimate of the state of the world [3], includ-

ing the locations of objects in the environment and the location of the robot itself. Many dif-

ferent components of the system require access to this kind of information. However, if the

components all keep such information locally, it is very difficult to maintain as things change.

It is much better to centrally organize this information. This multiple access feature can be

realized by using a common data packet that is protected against reads and writes while da-

ta is being written but allows multiple reads. Several processes can then read the data at

once, with a wait required only for a period while data is being written. It should be men-

tioned that the central part of the global data may need a lot of organization. The big oval in

the figure must have additional structure inside it.

Note that in figure 3 the operator control block has been broken into separate modules,

one for each level of the task decomposition hierarchy. This is to show that the operator in-

teracts with each level in a specific way. Operator control at the Servo Level is achieved by
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the Servo Operator Control module. This module is described in more detail elsewhere.

One important feature of the architecture not made clear in figures 1 - 3 is that the archi-

tecture hierarchically decomposes around equipment [3 p. 15]. This means that, in general,

there is a Servo task decomposition module for each separate piece of equipment that must

be controlled. A Primitive module will coordinate a set of Servo modules and an E-move lev-

el will coordinate a set of Primitives. Generally, there is one Task module for the entire

robot. As an example of how the architecture decomposes around equipment consider an

arm of the telerobot. There will be one Servo module for controlling the manipulator arm and

another for controlling the end-effector (hand) of that arm. These two Servo modules would

be coordinated by one Primitive level. An advantage of this approach is that the system

becomes very modular. In addition, the system can easily make a process inactive and bring

another online in its place. This is useful when changing the equipment configuration, such

as changing the end-effector of the robot arm. The servo process used to control the old end-

effector is made inactive and the servo process for controlling the new end-effector is made
active. (It is likely that different end-effectors would require different types of control.)

The detailed architecture of Servo task decomposition for a manipulator arm is shown in

figure 4. Task decomposition is broken into three major software modules. Job Assignment,
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Planning, and Execution. The Job Assignment module defined here corresponds to the pro-

cess JA(1) of [3]. The module determines whether the current job is to be assigned from

the operator interface or the Primitive/Servo interface, or a combination of the two. The Plan-

ning module functionality encompasses that of the processes PL(l,s), s=l,...,n, of [3], n

being the number of actuators in the manipulator. Likewise, the Execution module encom-

passes the EX(l,s), s=l...n, processes of [3]. The figure depicts the interfaces between

modules as well as the interfaces to subsystems external to the Servo Level of the manipula-

tor. Note that the interfaces between Job Assignment and Planning, and between Planning

and Execution, have the same structure as previously described for the major system compo-

nents. This is because the three modules are also cyclicly-executing processes. However,

it is much less likely that these interfaces will be accessed by processes external to Servo

task decomposition.

The Execution module directly computes the motor command for the manipulator. This

usually means that the module computes a servo error in the coordinate system commanded
by Primitive. To compute the appropriate control, the Execution module receives periodic at-

tractor points for the manipulator from the Planning module and model-based terms (such as

Jacobians, inertias, etc.) from world modeling. The Planning module feeds the periodic data

points to the Execution module at the appropriate rate. The Job Assignment module receives

the commands from Primitive and operator control, and provides a coordinated output com-

mand to the Planning module.

The interfaces to these modules are shown in much greater detail in figure 5. This figure

shows the information that passes through the interfaces. The data ovals are not shown

and the operator control interface is shown on the left in this figure for convenience. The

information of the interfaces is described in the subsequent sections of this document.

3. Job Assignment Module Interfaces

The Job Assignment module interfaces to the upper task decomposition hierarchy, opera-

tor control, and to the Servo Level world modeling hierarchy. This section describes the data

that compose those interfaces. The module also interfaces to the Planning module. This in-

terface will be described in section 4. 1

.

3.1. Primitive to Job Assignment Interface

The components of the interface between the Job Assignment module and Primitive are

listed below:

C^ = (coord, sys., T^, T^)

^d' ^d' ^d' ^d

%'%
Kp, K^, Kj, Kpf, K^f, K^f, K^

S,S'

Servo_algorithm
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Figure 6. Cartesian coordinate system relationships.

Time_stamp = (synch_flag, tp)

Status

Each element of this list will be described in detail in the following. The last element of the

list is sent from Servo to Primitive. The rest are output from Primitive to Servo.

The parameter C^. is a coordinate system specifier. C^. indicates the coordinate system

in which the position and force command vectors are expressed. If the command to Servo is

taken from this interface, this coordinate system will b>e the coordinate system in which the

servo errors are computed. The choices for C^ are

(motor)

(joint)

( world

)

( end-effector

)

=> commands in motor space

=> commands in joint space

=> commands in Cartesian system fixed at manipulator base

=> commands in Cartesian system fixed at the end-effector

( end-effector, T^ ) => commands in Cartesian system with relation T^ to the

system fixed at the end-effector

=> commands T^ with respect to end-effector in Cartesian

system fixed at T^ from the manipulator base

( world, T^, T^

)
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The relationships T^ and T^ can be represented by rigid-body, homogeneous coordinate

transformations. Figure 6 illustrates the relationships embodied in C_. The use of T.„ and

T^ as shown in the figure allows Servo to execute control in a coordinate system relevant to

the current task. As described in [42], certain types of control are done with respect to task

coordinates, fixed either at the tip of the object held by the manipulator or in some object

attached to the environment. The transformation parameters allow the Servo coordinates to

be fixed in the world at T^ from the manipulator base, or fixed at T from the manipulator's

end-effector. The T's can even change with each Primitive input, yielding a time-varying

effect.

The vectors z j, z^, z^, z^ , specify the desired position, velocity, acceleration and jerk

for the manipulator each control cycle. These values are expressed in the coordinate system

chosen by C^. Note that if the end-effector coordinates are chosen, pure positional informa-

tion z J is not valid. However, the other three elements can still be specified.

The vector f^ specifies the desired forces for the manipulator. The vector f^ specifies the

desired force rates. These two vectors are specified with respect to the coordinate system of

C^. For example, if C^, indicates joint coordinates then the vectors are vectors of joint

torques and torque rates. If C^ indicates world coordinates then the vectors are of forces and

torques at the end-effector with respect to the world coordinate frame. Note that the desired

force information and desired position information are always in the same coordinate sys-

tem. The set of six vectors (z^, z^, z^, z^ , f^, f^) forms the attractor set, (desired state,)

of the manipulator for each control cycle.

The gain terms K ,..., K_ are the gain coefficients which multiply the error vectors in the
P *•

control equations. The K's determine the impedance of the manipulator [28,33,51,59].

These may be full matrices, but in most cases take the diagonal form. See section 8 for more

details.

The parameters S and S' are selection matrices used to select the coordinate axes to be

force controlled and position controlled. Thus, these parameters are used with hybrid posi-

tion/force schemes. In the Raibert and Craig scheme [49], S is diagonal I's and O's. Howev-
er, the parameters can also be used for task specification matrices in the manner of Khatib

[35].

The next element of the Servo command input is the Servo_algorithm selector. This

parameter indicates what algorithm is to be used for approaching the attractor set during sub-

sequent control cycles. The possible types of algorithms are described in section 8.

The parameter Time_stamp in the command to Servo is used to synchronize Servo execu-

tion of the command with the Primitive Level execution module's time variable t-. When the

synch_flag is set, the Servo will resynchronize its intemal clock with L,. This lets the Primi-

tive execution module reset its intemal representation as necessary. The use of this param-

eter will be explained in greater detail in section 6.

10
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The Status parameter, unlike the other elements of the interface, is passed from the Ser-

vo Job Assignment module to the Primitive Level execution module. The value of the param-

eter indicates the status of Servo operations. At least four important values can be identified.

"Executing" => Servo is processing the most recent command

"Ready_nxt_pt" => Servo Job Assignment is ready for additional data

"Cmd_error" => Servo could not process the last command

"Servo_error" => Servo encountered a fatal error during execution

The Primitive Level execution module regulates its behavior based on the current "Status"

and the values of system sensors.

3.2. Job Assignment to Operator Control Interface

The control architecture of which Servo is a part must incorporate both teleoperated and

autonomous operation. Thus, at each level there is an interface to operator control. It is the

task of the Job Assignment module to determine whether Servo will execute from the

autonomous commands (Primitive), or from operator commands given through some input

device such as a joystick or master arm. In addition, the Job Assignment module must be

able to coordinate operator and Primitive commands for shared control operation. The ele-

ments of the Job Assignment to operator control interface provide a means for teleoperated

and shared control, as described below.

Cq = (coord, sys., T^, T^)

%
Kp, K^, Kj, Kpf, K^f, K^p K^

S,S'

Op_algorithm

Op_status

The coordinate system specification from the operator, C , indicates the coordinates in

which the operator commands are to be interpreted. The possible values of C^ take the

same form as those of C^ described for the Primitive to Job Assignment interface. The T^

and T- have the same form as described for C_. Note that the values of these parameters

may be different from those appearing in C . In general, the values in the operator control

interface are independent of the values in the Primitive/Servo interface, the same symbols

are used here to stress that these variables convey the same type of information.

The actual command positions, velocities, accelerations, and forces, from the operator are

obtained from the global data system via the servo world modeling module. The possible

devices from which operator input could be taken include joysticks, control pendants of vari-

ous forms, and master arms. Master arm input can give the system the functionality of clas-

sical master-slave teleoperation.

11
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The redundancy resolution parameter R^ specifies hov^' redundancy is to be resolved for

the operator command. This is probably only required when doing shared control, i.e. the

operator coordinates C are underspecified with respect to the autonomous coordinates C .

Normally, the coordinates of the command input to Servo are the coordinates of the servo

control algorithm. In this case, any redundancy resolution needed to transform the command
into joint space is incorporated in the dynamics of the control algorithm. Servo does not

make a transformation of coordinates from command to servo coordinates, because the com-

mand is in the desired servo coordinates. (This is an important feature of the operation of

Servo task decomposition!) However, during shared control, a transformation may be

required to bring the Primitive input and the operator input into the same coordinate system.

This may require redundancy resolution independent of the servo algorithm.

The servo gains (K's) and selection matrices (S,S') are input from the operator interface

when the command to Servo is taken from the operator. These parameters are of exactly the

same form as the corresponding parameters in the Primitive to Servo interface. During

shared control, the Job Assignment module must choose one set of these parameters based

on the C)p_algorithm.

The overall control of Servo is achieved by the parameter Op_algorithm. When
Op_algorithm specifies autonomous operation, then the Job Assignment module takes com-

mands from Primitive, using Servo_algorithm to select the control algorithm. When
Op_algorithm specifies a teleoperation algorithm, then the module carries out the teleopera-

tion control algorithm, taking input from an operator device. The Op_algorithm can also spec-

ify a form of shared control to be executed by Servo.

The parameter Op_status is analogous to the Status returned to Primitive by the Job

Assignment module. The Op_status informs the operator control of the current status of

Servo.

3.3. Job Assignment to World Modeling Interface

Note that certain elements of the Primitive and operator control interfaces are transmit-

ted directly to the world modeling module of the Servo Level. These items could be consid-

ered as coming from the Job Assignment module, but, in any case, they should be discussed

as they are vital to Servo operation. The elements needed by world modeling are listed here.

C^ = (coord, sys., T^, T^)

Servo_algorithm

Cq = (coord, sys., T^,Tg)

%
Op_algorithm

World modeling needs to know these for several reasons. World modeling must know
the selected control coordinates C„ (C^) since the feedback variables wUl have to be put into

these coordinates. Also, if dynamic terms are required for the particular algorithm, they will

have to be in these coordinates. Of course, the relevance of any of the world modeling com-

12
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putations depends on the control algorithm determined by both C)p_algorithm and Ser-

vo_algorithm. As stated previously, for shared control world modeling may need R^ to

resolve transformations between C^ and C^.

The Job Assignment module receives from world modeling the command data from the

operator's input device.

V ^o' ^o'^o

These vectors give the desired position, velocity, acceleration, and force for the manipula-

tor when Servo is in teleoperation mode. Note that these vectors are with respect to the

coordinates selected by C for pure teleoperation, and with respect to the coordinates select-

ed by C_ for shared control. The values giving the state of the teleoperation device in C_,

^m' ^m' ^m' ^m'

may be transformed by world modeling to get the final values sent to Job Assignment. Thus,

the values z , z , *z , and f can represent the state of a master arm, in the teleoperation

case. The state of the master serves as an attractor set for the slave arm controlled by Ser-

vo. In shared control mode, the vectors can represent incremental modifications to be made
to the autonomous command vectors coming from Primitive. This will be discussed in greater

detail below.

4. Job Assignment Operation

The purpose of the Job Assignment module is to receive the command inputs from the

operator control and Primitive, and provide a coordinated output command to the Servo Plan-

ning module. Thus, the output from Job Assignment could reflect either a purely autonomous

command (received from Primitive) or a purely teleoperated command (received from the op-

erator input) or a combination of both operator and Primitive inputs (shared control). The

Planning module is not told the original source of the command data; it acts the same for all

three types of control.

The Job Assignment module, upon receiving a new command, first examines the

Op_algorithm. This parameter indicates the desired control mode selected by the operator.

The control mode could be autonomous, teleoperated, or shared control. For an autonomous

control mode, the Job Assignment module takes the input strictly from the Primitive/Servo in-

terface. No control data is obtained from the operator. Thus, as stated previously, the con-

trol algorithm is given by Servo_algorithm. Also, in autonomous mode, no data is obtained

from world modeling to modify the Primitive command vectors.

The Job Assignment module takes the Op_algorithm as the control algorithm in a teleop-

erated control mode. In this mode, the control data comes from the world modeling interface.

World modeling obtains the data from the control device specified in the command. A number

of controls are possible, including unilateral master-slave control, unilateral joystick control,

and generalized bilateral control [6,12]. Teleoperation of the Servo Level will be discussed

in much greater detail in a subsequent document.

13
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The Op_algorithm could also indicate that some kind of shared control [12,27] is to be

executed, where the Primitive command and the operator would both contribute to the final

control. In this mode, the control algorithm would be determined from both Op_algorithm and

Servo_algorithm. The servo gains and selection matrices will be chosen from one of the two

interfaces. Also, the final attractor set for the manipulator would be a combination of the

attractors specified by world modeling and Primitive.

A Job Assignment algorithm allowing the operator input to incrementally modify the Prim-

itive command would be an example of shared control. Suppose that Primitive is issuing rate

commands to Servo in end-effector coordinates. The Job Assignment module could compute

the rate to be sent to the Planning module as

^s= ^d+ ^o'

where z is the new rate output to the Planning module, and Zj is the original rate com-

manded by Primitive. The vector z^ is a modification of the Primitive rate command by the

operator.

Another type of shared control could be achieved by choosing elements from both Primi-

tive and the operator to create a new attractor set [10]. For instance, in a hybrid posi-

tion/force control scheme, the commands computed by Primitive could be used for the posi-

tion-controlled subspace, and the force-controlled subspace could be given by the operator.

This would allow an operator to control the force exerted by the manipulator while it is mov-

ing on a surface.

5. Planning Module Interfaces

The Servo Planning module has interfaces to the Job Assignment module, the Execution

module, and world modeling, as shown in figure 5. This section describes the interfaces to

Job Assignment and world modeling. The Planning to Execution interface is described in sec-

tion 7.1.

5.1. Job Assignment to Planning Module Interface

The elements of the Job Assignment to Planning module interface are listed below.

^& ^& '^& ^d

Kp, K^, iq, Kpf, K^f, Kjf, K^

S,S'

Algorithm

Time_stamp = (synch_flag, tj

Status

These items are of the same form as the corresponding items in the Primitive to Job

14
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Assignment interface. The vectors z j, z j, z j, z j, fj, and fj, form an attractor set for the

manipulator. This set may be the combination of Primitive and operator inputs, as discussed

above. The servo gains (K's) and the selection matrices (S,SO are passed through to the

Planning module by the Job Assignment module. The Job Assignment module does not modi-

fy these parameters. The Time_stamp is also passed directly to the Planning module. The

Algorithm parameter indicates the type of servo algorithm to be executed during the control

cycle. This parameter is a distillation of the two algorithm parameters, Op_algorithm and

Servo_algorithm. Finally, the Status returns the status of the Planning module to the Job

Assignment module.

5.2. Planning to World Modeling Interface

The Planning module communicates the following values to world modeling.

^d' ^d' %' ^d

These vectors are the final command vectors for the control. They represent the desired

position, velocity, acceleration, and jerk of the manipulator. These values are transmitted to

world modeling to be used in computing feedforward compensation terms as described in sec-

tion 8.2.

6. Planning Module Operation

The purpose of the Planning module is to translate commands from Job Assignment into

actions performed by the Execution module during the control period. Thus, the module plans

for future action.

In normal operation, the Primitive Execution module would generate path points from its

path equations. These path points are generated by substituting desired values of t into the

equations z(t), z(t), z(t), 'z(t), generated by the Primitive Planning module. Evaluating the

equations for periodic t yields individual inputs for Servo. The Servo Planning module must

make sure that the actual (real) time that these points are executed corresponds to the time

parameter t used for evaluation in Primitive's Execution module. This correspondence is

achieved by the Time_stamp parameter. This parameter tells the Planning module the time

for which the current command point was calculated. It is the Planning module's job to see

that the Servo Execution module begins executing on the point at the correct real time. To do

this the Planning module determines the correspondence between the Execution module's

real-time clock and the Primitive Execution module's time parameter t . This correspon-

dence is called synchronization.

The rate at which the Planning module updates the Servo Execution module depends on

the algorithm. Obviously, the Execution module need only be updated when new data is

commanded by Primitive. It is possible that the Planning module could linearly interpolate

between Primitive commands if they are too sparse. However, the Primitive Execution mod-

ule should be able to deliver new data at the required rate.

In addition to delivering commands to the Servo Execution module at the proper times,

the Planning module must inform the Servo Execution module of new operating modes
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(algorithms), and see that these are initiated at the correct times. (See the Planning inter-

face description below.) The module must also update world modeling to insure that world

modeling can provide the Execution module with the data it needs for control computations,

as described above.

7. Execution Module Interfaces

The Execution module has interfaces to the Planning module, world modeling, and the

actuator motors. Each of these is described in the following.

7.1. Planning to Execution Interface

The elements of the interface between the Servo Execution module and the Planning mod-

ule are given below.

^d' ^d' ^d' ^d

Kp, K^, iq, Kpf, K^f, iq^, K^

S,S'

Algorithm

Status

These items are passed exactly as they are described in the Job Assignment to Planning

interface in section 5.1. The parameters z^, z^, z^, z^, f^, f^ may be interpolated values

from those originally received by the Planning module. The rest of the elements, except the

last element of the list, are simply passed through to the Execution module. The Status pa-

rameter is passed from the Execution module to the Planning module. This parameter indi-

cates when there is a servo error, e.g., excessive command torques.

7.2. World Modeling to Execution Interface

World modeling provides the Execution model with feedback variables and model-based

terms to be used in the control computation. Detailed control computations are given in sec-

tion 8.2. An examination of these may help clarify the nature of the interface parameters giv-

en below.

z, z

Avoidance torques

^0

Dynamic terms

"^act
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The vectors z and z are the position and velocity feedback vectors of the manipulator.

World modeling determines these parameters by translating sensory processing results into

the coordinate system of C^,. Thus, if C^ = Ooint) then z is the vector of joint positions, and

if C^ = (Cartesian), z is a Cartesian manipulator position. Note that these feedback vari-

ables are used to compute the servo error terms of the control equation. Therefore world

modeling must update the values provided to the Execution module at the servo rate.

The parameter f_ is the force feedback vector. Again, the vector can be in either Carte-

sian or joint space, depending on the value of C^.

The Avoidance torques are vectors of joint torques that are added to the control to

achieve avoidance of some condition. One example of the use of this type of parameter is for

obstacle avoidance [7,34]. In [34], a hypothetical force pushing away from an obstacle is

given by

1 ap

I ifp>P..P>Pt

where p is the distance to the obstacle, T| and p^ are constants. This force can be converted

to a torque that will add to the control vector and provide motion that tends to avoid the

obstacle,

Vd = J^(e)A(x)f*

Here, J (9) is the transpose of the Jacobian of the manipulator and A(x) is the Cartesian

inertia matrix.

Note that the above formulation generates torques that affect the entire manipulator

motion. When the manipulator contains some redundancy, i.e. seven or more degrees of free-

dom, this can be used to advantage in performing avoidance without modifying the endpoint

trajectory. For redundant devices, the relationship

x = J0

still holds, where x is the six-dimensional Cartesian velocity and 6 is the n>6 -dimensional

joint velocity. J is the manipulator Jacobian, which in this case is non-square and has no

inverse. The inverse solution in this case would take the form

e = J* X + (I - J*J) <j)

,

^ t t 1 1 ^1
where J = J (J J )" and ^ is an arbitrary joint vector. The operator (I - J J) maps (}) into

the null space of the Jacobian. The null space vectors correspond to self-motion of the Unk-

age which does not affect the endpoint motion. Thus, avoidance torques can be generated

that operate only in this null space. For example, to avoid extremes of torque [11,31], the

vector
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Vd = H[ H (I - J*J)]* (l'jti_1^0) ,

can be added to the control. Here, H is the inertia matrix, t and x' are the torque extremes,

and Xq is the sensed torque vector. This vector only acts in the null space of the Jacobian.

In general, avoidance torques can be generated by computing torque vectors for vectors of

the form

,
ag(z)

k-:s— •

dz

Such torques will produce motion along the gradient of g(z), thus reducing g(z) through sub-

sequent motion [31,55]. The avoidance torques can operate on the entire motion of the ma-

nipulator or can be restricted to null space motions. This technique has been used for avoid-

ing joint limits [34,36,61] and singularities [35,61], as well as obstacles and torque ex-

tremes. Note, however, that such avoidances can only be based on "local" criteria. Global

techniques are required for the general solution to these problems.

The parameter Xq is also a joint space vector. This vector is feedback of sensed torques

at the actuators. This type of feedback could be used to create a torque loop around the actu-

ators as described in [39]. However, current digital hardware may be insufficient for the

computation speeds required in such loops [47]. This value may also be needed for detecting

torque limit violations.

The Dynamic terms provided by world modeling include the model-based terms of the

manipulator dynamic equations, used in the Execution module control algorithm. Detailed de-

scriptions can be found in section 8.2, however, the temis include Jacobians, gravity compen-

sation vectors, inertia coefficients, and centrifugal and Coriolis compensations. The computa-

tion of these values may depend on either desired position values or on feedback values;

world modeling has access to both sets of data. The exact nature of the terms provided to

the Execution module depends largely on the algorithm. World modeling should be pro-

grammed to provide the terms needed by the algorithms to be used in a given application.

The dynamic terms generally do not have to be updated at the servo rate. Updates to these

values may often occur at intervals much longer than the servo rate.

The final element of the interface is sent from the Execution module to world modeling.

This vector, x^^j , is the control output computed by the Execution module. World modeling

will need this value for adaptation computations [43,44]. An example of this is the technique

used by Miller [44], for learning the relationship between the manipulator state and the com-

mand torque.

7.3. Execution to Motor Control Interface

The Execution module outputs a new control vector to the motors at the servo rate. This

output may be thought of as armature current or voltage, however, there is most likely addi-

tional analog circuitry between the Execution module computer and the motors themselves.

At minimum this circuitry must include power amplifiers to drive the motors, but it may also
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include analog control loops of various types. For example, torque control loops around the

individual actuators are usually implemented with analog components [39,47]. Also, some

types of motors, such as brushless DC motors, require that the control current be distributed

based on motor position. Thus, these devices must have current control loops. For the pur-

poses of this discussion, analog control circuitry such as this will be considered outside the

domain of the control architecture.

8. Execution Operation

The Servo Level supports most algorithms for manipulator control. Indeed, the command
parameters are general enough to admit a wide variety of servo behaviors. These behaviors

can be collected into modes that are selected via the "Algorithm" command specifier. This

section describes the mainpulator control problem at the Servo Level, many well-known ser-

vo control algorithms, and their implementation in the Servo Executor.

8.1. The Manipulator Control Problem

Each joint of a manipulator is powered by an actuator. For the purposes of this discus-

sion, an actuator consists of an electric motor and, possibly, a gear reducer. The gear reducer

is used to achieve low speed, high torque output from high speed, low torque motors. In con-

sidering the control of a manipulator one should begin with motor dynamics.

For DC motors, the developed torque is directly related to motor current [10,53],

T = K^i.

where K^ is the torque constant, and i can be either armature or field current. For the pur-

pose of discussion, consider i to be armature current. Characterizing the motor as having cer-

tain inertia, J, and damping, B, the motor dynamics can be written [53]

T = J$-|-B<j),

where (j) is the angle of the motor output shaft. (For a linear actuator, x can be interpreted

as force, and (j) as linear position. However, for purposes of discussion, the following simply

refers to rotational actuators.) Armature current can be used as the control variable via

^(J$-HB<j)) = i.

The voltage equation of the armature circuit is given [53] by

u = Ri + L|j + Kg<t).

Here, u is the voltage across the armature winding and K^ ^ is the back emf. Large DC

motors used for manipulators can have massive windings with large inductances. For these

motors it is important to consider the inductance, L, in the motor dynamics [25]. By plugging

the previous equation and its derivative into the armature voltage equation, a third-order

motor dynamics equation is obtained.
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^x ^x ^1

In this dynamical system, the control variable would be the voltage u. Note that the open-

loop characteristics of voltage control may make it easier to achieve accurate position con-

trol, while making force control more difficult [37]. However, with the appropriate feedback

terms in the control, comparable behavior should be achievable with either approach.

Similar dynamical equations can be developed for brushless DC motors and variable

reluctance (stepping) motors. However, control of these devices typically involves distribu-

tion of stator current over three phases. The distribution is based on rotor position so that

closed loop current control with a rotor position sensor must be employed [10].

The dynamics of other electric motors can be described with similar equations. For exam-

ple, the dynamics of the two-phase induction (AC) motor can be described by

- J V V , B-Jv_ ^ ,

u = (k) <t> + (-^) <1>

e ^e

as a first approximation [53]. Here, u is the control field voltage.

So far, the discussion has not included the external load of the actuator. The external

load torque appears in the dynamical equation of the DC motor actuator as

j$ + B<j)+^=K^i,

where n is the gear reduction ratio of the actuator [25]. For a direct-drive actuator, i.e. an

actuator with no gear reducer between the motor and the link, n is unity. In this type of actu-

ator it may be quite important to consider the armature winding inductance. The complete

dynamical equation is

. LI ^ r ^ (
RJ+LB . v ^ , RB+K.K-, . . L , . ^.R .

= (^^)(l) + ( K^ )<!> + ( j^^) <}> + ( nK^) ^ext -^ W^)

This equation can be quite complicated. The external load torques are, in general, depen-

dent on the entire manipulator's position and velocity. The equation of extemal load torques

is given [17,54] by

x = A(e)0 + b(0,e) + g(e)

,

where x is the vector of extemal load torques for all the actuators of the manipulator and 9 is

the vector of actuator (joi^O positions. A(9) is the position-dependent inertial coefficient

matrix, b(0,9) is the contribution of centrifugal and Coriolis effects, and g(9) is the loading

due to gravity. Thus, the complete dynamical equation for an actuator including winding

inductance effects is 21^ order for a seven-actuator manipulator.

Fortunately, it is not always necessary to consider the effects of all terms of the equa-

tion. For example, for smaller gear-drive DC motor actuators, the motor inductance is negli-

gibly small [10]. Thus, its effects can be ignored. However, many of the nonlinear effects
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must be considered and this motivates the discussion of complex control algorithms in the

next section. The discussion will treat various components of the control separately, and will

concentrate mainly on the external torque terms. Note that the motor inertia and damping

terms can usually be subsumed in the extemal torque equation. The discussion will general-

ly assume that an actuator can deliver a desired torque for some control input. As discussed

above, for DC motors there is a direct relationship between input current and output torque.

However, gear reducers may contain significant friction and nonlinearities that prevent this

relationship from being realized at the actuator output. In these cases the actuators may be

equipped with low-level torque servos [39] so that a desired output torque is reliably

achieved.

8.2. Manipulator Control Schemes

The problem of Servo is to provide control of the manipulator actuators described by the

above equations. This involves providing stable and accurate positioning of the end-effector

at fixed points, accurate tracking of desired trajectories x(t), and characterizable interaction

with the environment.

A common control algorithm used in commercial robots is proportional-derivative (PD)

position control [15,17]. This algorithm does not provide good path control, although it is

simple and globally stable for an appropriate choice of gains [10]. To implement this algo-

rithm in the Executor of the Servo Level, a control equation of the form

Kp(ed-e) + K^(e<,-e) + 9<,= T^<.,

would have to be executed every control cycle. Here, x^^^, the vector of joint torques, repre-

sents the desired outputs of the actuators. The vectors 6 and are the feedback positions

and velocities from sensors at the manipulator's joints. These values are provided to the

Executor by world modeling. All the remaining components of the control equation are avail-

able in the command specification from Primitive. These are passed to the Executor by the

Servo planner. Thus, one line of code should realize an implementation of the PD algorithm

in the Servo Executor.

The PD algorithm is often augmented with an integral term to eliminate steady-state

position errors. This PID algorithm is realized by the equation

The symbol J is shorthand notation for a call to a function which implements a digital integra-

tor, e.g.,

J
t
(9 0) => sum = sum -i- AT(0 ^ - 0)

,

to "

where AT is the sample period.

Since it is often easier to visualize a task in Cartesian coordinates, many control algo-

rithms are formulated in this domain. The PID servo algorithm in Cartesian coordinates is

given by the control equation [17,55]
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J^(e)[ Kp(x^-x) + K^(x^-x) + Ki kx^-x) + x^] = x^^t

.

The vectors x in this equation represent Cartesian positions and orientations. To get this

Cartesian interpretation of the servo variables. Primitive must specify C_= (world) in the

command specification. This input, coupled with the "Algorithm" specifier, results in the

Executor selecting code that implements the above equation. The term J^G) is the trans-

pose of the manipulator Jacobian matrix, value of which is dependent on joint positions, which

is used to transform the control from the Cartesian domain into the actuator command x ^

The problem with PID controllers is that no one choice of gains can provide good control

throughout the manipulator's work volume. This is because linear gains can not model the

nonlinear coupling between joints. It is possible with the proposed control architecture to al-

leviate this problem by using different gains for different regions of the work volume. Since

Primitive commands these gains, it could select appropriate gains for a given position. How-
ever, a better solution is to compensate for the nonlinear dynamics in the control.

World modeling can generate compensating torques based on a model of the manipula-

tor's dynamics. For example, to eliminate gravity loading disturbances on a PD algorithm, a

control [17,55]

Kp (8^ - 6) + K^ (% -6) +h + Vavity(6) =
'^act

can be used. The vector
"^gi^vitv^^^

^^ composed of the n torques necessary to compensate

for the gravity loading of each joint. World modeling computes this vector less frequently

than the servo rate, and provides the values to the Executor in the same manner as it pro-

vides the feedback variables.

At higher operating speeds it may also be desirable to compensate for inertial and cen-

trifugal effects [4,23,38,54]. These terms are also made available by world modeling so that

M(e)[ Kp (6^ - 8) + 1^, (Sj -8) + Sj ] + x,^„,.(e.8) + Tg,^vity(e) = ^act

can be easily implemented in the Executor. Here, the matrix M(9) is the inertia coefficient

and X(.gj^t (6,0) is the vector of centifugal and Coriolis compensation torques, both computed

from the manipulator model. Compensation for other types of disturbances, such as friction,

can be included in the control provided a model of the disturbance exists. In some cases,

such models can be learned [18,24,43].

The above control can be seen as a direct implementation of the dynamic equation

x = A(e)e* + b(e,e) + g(0)

for computing the joint torques, (for this reason it is often referred to as the "computed

torque" algorithm). The nonlinear terms act to linearize and decouple the dynamics so that

can be replaced by a linear control law.

r= Kp(ed-8)+K^(ej-9) + e<j
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This algorithm wiU provide good performance when the dynamic parameters are known,

as the linearization will be effective. Determining the parameters accurately, however, is

quite difficult. For this reason the control is often augmented to achieve more robustness.
..:ic

One technique for doing this is by adding a switching term to the linear control 9 so that the

system is forced to remain near the desired trajectory no matter the uncertainty in the

dynamic parameters [9,62].

In the Cartesian domain the computed torque control algorithm takes the form [17,35,40]

Mu^m Kp(x^-x) + K^(x^-x) + x^ ] + x^^^^jm + Xg^^ijy(0) = x^^^

.

Here the dynamic terms M (9) and
\qj^^ (9,6) are computed with respect to the Cartesian

coordinate system. The relationship of these terms to the joint space terms used above is

given [35] by

M^(e) = j"^(e)M(0) r\Q)

^cent./'Q)= x,ent.(0.0)
- M(e) J-\0) 1(9)6.

Here, J' (9) is the transpose of the inverse Jacobian. Note that the computed torque algo-

rithm could also include compensation for friction in the actuators (provided a good model of

friction exists) by including a term
'^fYiQ^oiS^ '^^ ^" ^^ control [17].

In some algorithms, a feedforward technique is used to decouple the actuators. This pro-

cess is generally less sensitive to errors in the dynamic model. World modeling can also pro-

vide these terms for use in control algorithms. For example, a common feedforward control

[4,8,19,44] can be performed in the Executor by

^model( fid- ^d- ed ) + Kp (^d - 6) + K^ (^d "6) + ^d = \ct •

In this case, all of the dynamic compensating terms are obtained as one torque vector. This

is possible because of the feedforward nature of the control. However, individual feedforward

terms, e.g., gravity, friction, etc., could be obtained as well.

Another type of feedforward algorithm can also be implemented by using this model

torque vector. In the linear modem control approach [16,57], it may be possible to compute

the control vector without feedback. This approach uses the desired state vector (9^^ I 9^)

and the linear state vector model of the manipulator to compute the control
'^^q^qI-

The ser-

vo algorithm in this case reduces to

^model ~ \ct *

Obviously, the control can be made more robust using feedback [57]. Linear models, howev-

er, often represent gross approximations to nonlinear systems such as robots.
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An even simpler control

%-'^act

might be invoked in the Execution module. Here 0^= (joi^O. so that the command to Servo

is the desired actuator torque. This type of operation might arise when Primitive needs to

plan torque profiles for the actuators, as in the time-optimal control [13].

These particular feedforward algorithms have a number of limitations [25]. One signifi-

cant problem is that they don't take into account motor dynamics. It may be advantageous to

consider a control in motor coordinates, such as [24,25]

" = V^d-^^"^''^^d'^d''^d>'

where z represents motor positions, as specified by C^ (motor), and u is the control input

to the motors, which in this case would be the apphed armature voltage. The feedforward

term v( ) is a linear function of the desired velocity, acceleration and jerk. The coefficients of

the function are based on the parameters in the third-order motor model. Thus, as in the

above, world modeling computes the feedforward term for the Execution model.

Chen [15] describes a lag-lead compensator for use with PD controllers, including PD
controllers used in the scheme just mentioned. Such compensators serve to increase the

gain margin of the system, allowing for increased stability with high gains. The compensator

acts to modify u based on the error signal. The equations of compensation,

wi(k+l)=ki(li-di)e(k)-diwj(k),

W2 (k+l)= k2(l2-d2)(wi(k)+kje(k)) - d2W2(k)

,

Au(k)= b[ k2(wj(k)+kje(k)) + W2(k) ]

,

can be easily implemented in the Executor with a few lines of code. In these equations, Wj

and W2 are state variables of the compensator, and e is the error signal (zj-z). The remain-

ing symbols, kj, k2, Ij, I2. dj, d2, and b, are constants determined in the z-domain derivation

of the lag-lead compensator. See [15] for more details.

This type of compensator also appears in other control schemes. The stiffness control

algorithm of Salisbury [51] has the form

KpOd -6) + f^ + K^MCexe^ -0) + Xfriction^Q'S) + Vavity^^)

+ Kpf Lead-lag[ Kp(0^ -6) + (f^-f^)] +% / Dblmt[ KpO^ -0) + {f^-i^)] = x^^^

.

The f's are vectors of Cartesian forces transformed to joint space, i.e. fg = J (0)fjj . (In

the same way as z is specified as x or in the position control, the force feedback f^ is writ-

ten as f^ or fg to distinguish the selected coordinate system as Cartesian or joint coordi-

nates. The desired force fj is obviously in the same coordinates as this feedback term and
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will appear only as f^ in the notation.) The function Lead-lag( ) has the form described

above, and the function Dblmt( ), a deadband and limiting function, can be easily implement-

ed as well.

There are a number of other ways of incorporating force feedback into manipulator control

algorithms [59]. Force control known as damping or accommodation involves relating

sensed forces to velocities linearly. This type of control is achieved by [58]

Kyied - Kpf ^e - 61 + Kpf
' *^d - Kpf ^e )

- 6] = -^act
•

Another scheme for including force information is hybrid force/position control [4,42,49].

The algorithm for the Servo Executor is

Kpri(e)S'(x^-x) + vi(e)S'(x^-x) + iq J r i(e)S'(x^-x)

+ J^(0)Sf^ + Kpf J^(e)S(f^-fx) +% J Lmt[ jt(0)S(f^-fx) ] = l^^^

,

where the S and S' are selection matrices for selecting certain axes as position controlled

and others as force controlled. Lmt( ) is a limiting function which is required to prevent the

destabilizing influence of the integrator. Stabilization might also be achieved by incorporat-

ing a control term for force rate feedback if it is available [5,49]. It may also be desirable to

eliminate the Jacobian inverse from the control, giving something of the form

J^(0)[ KpS'(x^-x) + K^S'(x^-x) -h iq I S'(x^-x)

+ Sfd + KpfS(fd-f^) + K^fS(fd-y + %JS(fd-f^)]=x,,,.

In some systems the position error gain is set according to how much stiffness

(compliance) is desired [48,51,52]. A more general approach is to set all the gains so that

the manipulator exhibits a certain overall impedance [5,26,28,33]. This can be implemented

by having Primitive set the values of the K's appropriately in the command specification to

Servo.

It is possible to do model-based compensation with a combined position and force control

scheme [29,35]. This approach requires that the dynamics of the manipulator be formulated

with respect to the Cartesian frame in which errors are to be computed. The dynamics can be

reformulated for a new coordinate system C= (world, T^, T ) as follows.

Let X be the end-effector coordinates for which the relationship

5x = 1(6)50

is already established. Given x = T^ x, J^ can be computed such that

5x^= J^5x = V(0)50 = J2(0)60

.

Then, given the manipulator dynamics of

A(0)0-hb(0,0) + g(0) = x,
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the dynamics can be reformulated in the chosen coordinates [35] as

A(x^) x^ + ^l(x^,x^) + p(x^) = f^ ,

where

-T -t^ L

^l(x^,x^) = vVe)b(e,e) - A(e)v(e)e ,

p(x^)=VVe)g(e).

The control algorithm using this reformulation would take the form

J^(e){ s[fd + Kpf (f^-f^)] + A(e)SK^f x +

A(e)S'[ Kp(x^-x) + K^(k^-x) + x^ ] +^1(9,9) } + gO) = T^^^

.

The selection matrices S, S' in this control have the role of Khatib's task specification

matrices. They can be modified to handle the new end-point of the manipulator specified by

the transformation T^. Given a known task specification matrix Sq for C^= (world, T^, I),

So =
Or 2^r or

a task specification matrix for C = (world, T , T ) can be computed by

S =
>

S.'Re'^xReSxy

where R^ is the rotation matrix corresponding to the transformation T .

The position error gain terms in the algorithms given so far can be thought of as attractor

fields, i.e. the manipulator position is compelled toward the desired position to a degree spec-

ified by the position gain [54,55]. The idea can be extended to repellent fields surrounding

obstacles [7,34,41], joint limits [31,34,36,61], and singularities [35,61], as discussed in sec-

tion 6.2. The resulting inputs are avoidance torque vectors with magnitudes proportional to

the strength of the repellent force fields at the current manipulator position. Since they are

additive, they can be easily introduced in a control such as

J^(9)[ Kp(x^-x) + K^(x^-x) + x^ ] + T^^^ = x^^j

,

where x^^^ is the avoidance torque vector.

With regard to collisions with obstacles and other undesirable behavior, there is a way to

take immediate (reflexive) action within the Servo Level. This type of action can be used to

minimize damage between the time the accident is detectable and the time Primitive can act
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or the system can be shutdown. Reflexive behavior is implemented in the Servo Level as a

"conditional" algorithm. For example, the algorithm

jVe)[Kp(x^-x) + K^(x^-x)] =x^^^, \Zq\ < L,

-KpfA0)f^ = T^^^, after|Xe|>L,

where L is some prespecified constant vector. This particular algorithm would try to servo to

a position and a velocity unless a torque limit was reached. After the torque limit, the

manipulator would accommodate any forces at the end-effector. The reader should note that

the parameter L is fixed and can not be modified by Primitive, i.e. there is no provision for the

parameter in the command specification. The reason for this is that Primitive should be moni-

toring the sensors and changing the command input to Servo anyway. The conditional algo-

rithm is only meant for emergency situations. Primitive being able to detect and modify the

Servo input under normal conditions. Note that this type of construct must be used to handle

servo errors, such as excessive joint torques, for safety reasons.

Encountering singularities can cause problems with excessive joint rates if the control is

not handled properly. It may not be possible to avoid excessive joint rates through avoid-

ance torques [11], and it is not desirable to shutdown the robot if some type of correction can

be made. A number of altemate ways of dealing with singularities is described in [1]. These

generally involve limiting the excessive terms to some maximum value and continuing with

the distorted control. Ideally, Primitive should not command motions along a singular direc-

tion. This means that in the region of a singularity, Cartesian commands to Servo should be

properly scaled with respect to manipulability [61]. At the Servo Level, the control algorithm

should monitor the singular expressions in the determinant of the Jacobian and modify the

control when a singular region is entered. In the region near a singularity, the manipulator

can be treated as redundant with respect to end-effector motion in the subspace orthogonal

to the singular direction [35,55]. A gradient term on the manipulability measure can then be

used to control motion in the associated null space [35,61].

Although the variety of control algorithms presented thus far include algorithms with

appropriate terms for compensating the nonlinear, coupled dynamics of manipulators, these

compensation techniques require that an accurate model of the manipulator be determined a

priori. Such models can rarely be determined. Manipulator systems have parameters which

are difficult to identify. These parameters are often likely to be time-varying, as well. The

very nature of manipulator activity requires that the dynamics of the system is continually

changing, e.g., variation in payloads as objects are manipulated. Therefore, it is important to

consider adaptive techniques for determining model-based compensations.

A variety of adaptive control algorithms for manipulators are given in the literature [32].

Some type of adaptation is possible with almost all of the control algorithms mentioned

above. As an example, consider one form of model reference adaptive control [20,21]. This

control is based on decoupled joint dynamics of the form
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Here, the inertia coefficient a-(t) of a joint is time-varying. This is often called the

th
"effective" inertia of the joint. It represents the inertia seen by the i joint, including the cou-

pling effects between joints of the manipulator, at time t. The function r^(t) is the reference

input to the manipulator, the desired position. It is desired that each joint of the manipulator

exhibit a specific second-order behavior that is known a priori. Although, (X^(t) and (3^ are

not known, due to uncertainty in the dynamic model, the desired behavior can be specified by

the model

aj y- + bi yj + yj = rfi) .

The model following approach involves making each joint exhibit the behavior of the mod-

el by adjusting the proportional-derivative gains of the control feedback. This is to be done

such that

f= 2"(%'^i'^^l' ^i + ^2 ^i)^

is minimized, where
^i

= Yj - ^[ is the error between model and system. As derived in [21],

the adaptation rules for the PD gains are given by

Ki

^=-'t~^'^^i'^'^i ^i"'^2 ei)(qjui-^q/ Ui-hq2i u- )

and

V = Kp' (Qo ^i
+ qi' ^i

+ cii e^ Xqjwi +
qi^ Wi + q2' w. ) - —j K^ ,

where u- and w- are the solutions to the equations

a- ii- -t- b- u- + u- = - V- .

1 1 111 'I '

a^ w- -»- b- w- + w- = - y • .

There are a number of techniques for digitally generating the solutions to these equations

[50]. One simple technique would be to transform them into difference equations by using

the formula

d_ .,. x(n) - x(n-l )

dt ^^^^ '^ AT

An important limitation of the model reference adaptive control scheme described above

is that it only adapts to perturbations in the assumed second-order model. Although this

works quite well for a given trajectory, the control must be readapted for a new trajectory. In

other words, the control never learns the true dynamic model of the manipulator. There are

schemes which involve learning the true dynamic parameters of the system [18,44,45]. The
approach of [18] uses the computed torque algorithm for control, with adaptation of model pa-
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rameters based on the servo error. This particular type of learning (also called

"identification") may belong in the world modeling module, since it involves improving the in-

ternal knowledge of the world. Adaptation with a control algorithm that uses the feedforward

form of the dynamics is given in [44]. Dynamic coefficients can also be learned in the feedfor-

ward algorithm that includes motor inductances [25].

8.3. Implementational Issues

The most crucial implementational consideration at the Servo Level is speed. The Execu-

tion module must execute at the servo rate. That is, the module must read its inputs, from

the Planning module and world modeling, perform the necessary computations, and update

the output control vector in a fixed interval of time. This interval is typically on the order of 1

to 5 milliseconds. Failure to compute at the required rate may lead to system instability.

This section attempts to give a feel for the computational load suggested by the discussion of

section 8.2. In addition to the computational rate issue, the implementation must consider

the data rates suggested by the proposed interfaces. This section examines this issue as

well.

As a example of required computational loads consider Khatib's operational space control

[35]. This is one of the more complicated controls presented in this paper. The control algo-

rithm can be reformulated, as shown in [35], to minimize the amount of computation. The

reformulated algorithm is

jt(e){S[fd + Kpf(f^-f^)] +

A(e)( SK^f X + S'[ Kp(x^-x) + K^(x^-x) + x^ ] ) ] + 5(0,9) + gO) = x^^^ ,

where b(0,0), g(0), J (0), and A(0) are supplied directly by world modeling. The amount of

computation required of the Execution module for a six degree-of-freedom manipulator can

be computed as follows.

Kvf^ => 6 multiplies

fd + Kpf^V => 6 multiplies and 12 adds

Kp(x^-x)+K^(x^-x)-Hx^ => 12 multiplies and 24 adds

matrix mult, by S and S' => 54 multiplies and 36 adds

vector additions inside { }
=> 12 adds

matrix mult, by A(0) => 36 multiplies and 30 adds

matrix mult, by J*(0) => 36 multiplies and 30 adds

remaining vector additions => 12 adds

TOTAL 150 multiplies and 156 adds

This analysis uses the fact that the K's are diagonal matrices and the S's are block diagonal

to avoid always doing full matrix multiplies. The result is that the Execution module must

perform approximately 300 real operations each control cycle. For a control cycle of 1 ms,

this implies that the control processor must be capable of at least 300 K real operations per
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second. Actually, Khatib [351 uses a servo rate of 5 ms, so that only 60 K real operations

per second is required. In terms of floating point calculations, this is well within the rate of

current microprocessors with floating point coprocessors. The 68020/68881 system is capa-

ble of 1.24 M Whetstones per second [601 (one Whetstone being a set of floating point oper-

ations). In terms of fixed point calculations (which can be accomplished by a 68020 alone),

the algorithm can be computed in approximately 11880 clock cycles, assuming 60 cycles per

multiply and 20 cycles per addition [43]. For a 20 MHz clock rate, the algorithm could com-

pute in 0.59 ms. Of course, there will be overhead associated with Execution module opera-

tion. However, the total time should still be well within the required range.

A similar algorithm for a seven degree-of-freedom arm is given [35] by

V(Q)(S[fd + Kpf(f^-f^)]

+ \(e)( SK^f X + S'[ Kp(x^-x) + K^(Xd-x) + x^ ] + K^q X ) }

- KvqV®) ^ + V^'^) ^ gr(Q) = '^act

'

Here 6^.(0,9), gj.(9), Jj. (0), and Aj.(0) are the dynamic terms of the redundant system,

supplied directly by world modeling. The additional K^- terms are to determine joint torques

for components of the Jacobian null space. Reasoning as before to obtain the amount of com-

putation required of the Execution module, the values shown below are obtained.

K^fi => 6 multipUes

fd + Kpf <*<)-

V

=> 6 multipUes and 12 adds

Kp(Xd-x) + K^(xj-i) + iij => 12 multipUes and 24 adds

Kvf* => 6 multipUes

matrix mult, by S and S

'

=> 54 multipUes and 36 adds

vector additions inside ( }
=> 18 adds

matrix mult, by Aj.(0) => 36 multipUes and 30 adds

KvqVe) 6 => 56 multipUes and 42 adds

matrix mult, by J^(Q) => 42 multipUes and 35 adds

remaining vector additions => 28 adds

TOTAL 218 multipUes and 225 adds

Thus, for this highly complex algorithm, approximately 450 K real operations per second

are required for a 1 ms servo rate, and 90 K real operations for a 5 ms servo rate. This

seems within the capabiUties of current computers. Simpler control algorithms may be used

when only limited computational facilities are available.

The majority of the computation required for the Servo Level is contained in computing

the dynamic terms such as inertia coefficients, Jacobians and inverse Jacobians [14,30,35].
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Depending on the algorithm, additional processors may need to be provided for these compu-

tations. This approach is used in many manipulator control implementations [35,46]. It has

been demonstrated that, with currently available processing elements, it is possible to com-

pute the entire dynamic equation of a six d.o.f. manipulator in less than a millisecond [46].

Memory look-up schemes could possibly provide even faster dynamics [2,44]. However, as

stated earlier, it may only be necessary to compute these terms at rates of 10 to 16 ms.

Thus, these computations should also be well within the capabilities of current computers.

The amount data in the interfaces to the Execution module can be estimated as follows.

For the Planning module interface,

z J, z J, "z J, z J => 4 X 7 = 28 words

f^, f^ => 2 X 7 = 14 words

Kp, K^, iq, Kpf, K^f, Kjf, K^=> 7 X 7 = 49 words

S, S' => 2x2x9 = 36 words

Algorithm => 1 word

,

where the same assumptions for the K's and S's are made as before. The most appropriate

size for a "word" in this interface would probably be 32 bits. Thus, the interface requires that

about 128 words or 512 bytes be passed every 5 ms or so. Note that only the first 42 words

of the interface will need to be passed most of the time. Since current microprocessor buses

support data rates of at least 5 MHz [46], this entire interface could be transmitted in 25.6

|is.

For the world modeling to Execution module interface consider,

z, z,f^

'^obs' '^jl' '^e

M(e)

^cent^^'Q)

^gravity^"^

'^friction^^'^)

Here, the x^^^ and T:j are avoidance torque vectors for obstacle avoidance and joint limit

avoidance, respectively. This interface represents the amount of information required for

something like operational space control. The entire interface requires about 154 words,

which are again probably 32 bits wide. However, only the first 21 words of the interface need

to be passed at the servo rate. Thus, the 30.8 us transfer time for a 5 MHz bus transfer of

the whole interface is easily achievable.

9. Conclusion

This document has given a description of Servo Task Decomposition for a manipulator.
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This description should motivate an implementation of the three principal modules: Job As-

signment, Planning, and Execution. In addition, the document should serve as a companion

guide to the Servo Level world modeling and Primitive Level documents, giving the basic out-

put requirements of those system components.

The reader should note that the references which follow form a comprehensive review of

the basic concepts of manipulator servo control. The references should be consulted to an-

swer questions of applicability and implementation not discussed in this document.
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